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This paper describes the immersive.architecture.generator (IAG), an interactive augmented-reality media installation, which turns physical spaces into playable instruments. Against the backdrop of the current second wave of Virtual and Augmented Reality, the project artistically and theoretically addresses the concept of adaptive architectures. Building upon the observation that the medial turn of architecture causes its disciplinary borders to liquify, this project develops and investigates IT set-ups that lead to an overlapping of production methodologies in the disciplines of architecture, film and game engineering for the design of real-time generated hyper-real experiential spaces. The Project deals with computer-mediated realities and their implications for architecture as an interactive art form. It gages the currently perceivable outward-projection of digital logic into the physical realm, and the amalgamation of digital and physical towards a new hybrid form of reality. The focus of the artistic research are the new role of
architectures as interfaces, the aesthetic qualities of the new hybrid analog-digital surfaces, as well as the role of artificial intelligence in the co-active design of said hyperreal immersive spaces of experience.
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